
About CEBE World 

        CEBE World performs as a cultural exchange through the use of 
non-fungible tokens (NFTs). NFTs are unique digital assets that are stored 
on a blockchain and can represent various types of content such as art-
work, music and video.  

        Community projects refers to initiatives or activities that are orga-
nized by the CEBE World Dance community with the aim of promoting 
dance, supporting artists and engaging with the broader community. 
These projects may involve collaborations with other organizations or 
individuals and may be funded through various sources, such as grants, 
sponsorships or donations. 

        CEBE World Dance also works with other community projects that 
share similar goals or values, such as projects that promote diversity, in-
clusion and social justice. By leveraging the power of blockchain technolo-
gy and NFTs, CEBE World Dance aims to create a sustainable and impactful 
platform for dance and cultural exchange. 

        Overall, community project helps to strengthen the connections and 
relationships within the CEBE Word Dance community, while also promot-
ing dance and supporting the broader creative ecosystem. 

        When communities of resources come together in like-minded ener-
gies, it creates a sense of unity and common purpose. This can be com-
pared to a universal dance, where each individual brings their own unique 
talent and energy to create a beautiful and harmonious whole. 

        Overall, the CEBE World Dance community can be seen as a universal 
dance, where individuals and resources come together in like-minded en-
ergies to create something greater than the sum of its parts. Through this 
collaborative and inclusive approach, the community can help to promote 
dance as universal language that transcends borders and cultures. 

        One potential way that the community can leverage its resources is 
by exploring opportunities in the world of NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens). 
For example, the community can collaborate with NFT artists or designers 
to create custom NFTs that incorporate elements. These NFTs can be used 
as collectibles or as part of interactive experiences that engage fans and 
promote the community.


